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Introduction
In June 2015, the Supreme Court issued its decision in
Texas Department of Housing v. Inclusive Communities Project,
Inc., ruling that disparate impact claims are cognizable under
the Fair Housing Act.1 The Court’s decision in Texas Department of Housing gives a limited blessing to the use of disparate
impact in housing, where it has spread from its original home
in employment law.2 It remains to be seen whether this limited
approval extends beyond the housing realm. However, even
before the Court’s decision, disparate impact was being used
to regulate the use of criminal background checks in hiring,3
school discipline,4 housing patterns,5 and now, availability of
school resources.
The Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights
Enforcement (OCR) is particularly enthusiastic about using
disparate impact theory to promote de facto racial balancing in
education and in October 2014 issued guidance in the form of
a “Dear Colleague” letter regarding the distribution of school
resources.6 The guidance interprets racial disparities in the availability or utilization of resources—such as advanced courses,
extracurricular activities, technology, and funding—as invidious racial discrimination, even when those disparities are not
the result of racially disparate treatment, but rather of facially
neutral policies. For example, if a predominantly white and
Asian school district offers Advanced Placement courses and a
predominantly black and Latino school district does not, the
guidance presumes this is invidious racial discrimination, even
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if it is because the first school district has more funds through
property taxes or a greater percentage of students performing
above grade level who are therefore able to take advantage of the
courses. The guidance also presumes it is invidious discrimination if a given school does offer Advanced Placement courses,
but a smaller percentage of black or Latino students than white
and Asian students enroll in those courses. This guidance is a
dubious interpretation of Title VI, encourages school districts
to engage in racially disparate treatment, is economically unrealistic, and infringes on decisions best made by local authorities.
I. Guidances and Dear Colleague Letters: Are They
Really Non-Binding?
As a preliminary matter, it is questionable whether OCR
has the authority to notify school districts of sweeping policy
changes like this through a Dear Colleague letter rather than by
promulgating a rule. This is, alas, a time-honored tradition at
the Department of Education (and other agencies) that persists
despite criticism of the practice.7 It is much easier for OCR to
issue a controversial policy change through a guidance document than to expose it to the rigors of notice-and-comment
rulemaking required by the Administrative Procedure Act.8
The rulemaking process puts the regulated parties on notice of
the proposed policy change, as was intended, and allows the
regulated parties to mount fierce opposition to the proposed
rule if they wish. This can make it very difficult for the agency
to achieve its policy goals.9 As a result, OCR usually issues
guidance documents such as “Dear Colleague” letters, which are
written without the formal opportunity for public participation
provided by the notice-and-comment process.10
Although Dear Colleague letters purport to be mere explanations of how OCR will enforce already-existing statutes and
rules,11 they often go beyond explanation and into substantive
policy-making.12 Although OCR has the power to revoke federal
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funds if they find a school district to be in violation of Title VI,
they rarely do so. School districts fall in line as best they can
with the requirements included in the latest Dear Colleague
letter because an investigation alone is punishment enough
for an alleged violation. A brief glance at recent resolutions
of investigations against school districts makes this clear. This
is what the Manchester, New Hampshire school district was
subjected to during an investigation for an alleged disparate
impact violation of Title VI regarding the racial composition
of AP and other advanced high school classes:
During the investigation, OCR requested information
from the District for the 2010-2011 and 2011-2012
school years. OCR reviewed documentation from the
District regarding the policies and procedures relating
to enrollment in its courses and programs. OCR also
conducted onsite meetings and interviews with administrators, guidance counselors, principals, Building
Level Instructional Leaders, classroom teachers, parents
and students at the District’s three comprehensive high
schools, three middle schools, and five of the District’s
elementary schools, as well as the MST. Additionally,
OCR analyzed student enrollment data for the District
and for each high school in the District, and compared
it to enrollment data OCR was able to obtain for several
District programs, including AP course enrollment.13
An extensive investigation of this sort is tedious, timeconsuming, and expensive.14 It is no wonder, then, that announcements from OCR often include a variation of, “Prior to
the conclusion of OCR’s investigation, the District expressed an
interest in voluntarily resolving this review.”15 This, along with
the threat of losing federal funds, is why OCR is able to achieve
its policy objectives through guidance documents. Much of the
time, the case will not make it to litigation and OCR will not
have to withhold funding. The investigation process is enough
to cow the district into submission, and a guidance document
tells other districts how to avoid an investigation.
II. Disparate Impact
a. Title VI and Disparate Impact
The problem with OCR’s invocation of disparate impact
theory, aside from the weakness of disparate impact theory
itself16 and the questionable use of Dear Colleague letters, is
that the text of Title VI does not prohibit disparate impact
discrimination, but only disparate treatment. Therefore, the
disparate impact approach is suspect after the Supreme Court’s
decision in Alexander v. Sandoval. Although the Court assumed,
for purposes of deciding the case, that regulations premised on
Title VI were permissible, it called the use of disparate impact
into question in footnote 6: “We cannot help observing, however, how strange it is to say that disparate-impact regulations
are ‘inspired by, at the service of, and inseparably entwined
with’ § 601 . . . when § 601 permits the very behavior that the
regulations forbid.”17
As Justice Scalia noted, § 601 “provides that no person
shall, ‘on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or
be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity’
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covered by Title VI.”18 Notably, § 601 only prohibits discrimination “on the ground of ” race, color, or national origin, which
implies discriminatory treatment. It does not include language
such as “discriminatory effects” or “disproportionately affect,”
which would indicate that Congress intended for Title VI to
include a disparate impact component.19 It is, therefore, an odd
result to say that § 602, which only gives federal agencies the
authority to act against violations of § 601, permits agencies
to find violations of § 601 for behavior that the text of § 601
does not prohibit.20
Even if disparate impact is permitted under Title VI, the
October 1 Dear Colleague letter is a use of disparate impact
with a particularly expansive reach:
Chronic and widespread racial disparities in access to
rigorous courses, academic programs, and extracurricular activities; stable workforces of effective teachers,
leaders, and support staff; safe and appropriate buildings
and facilities; and modern technology and high-quality
instructional materials further hinder the education of
students of color today. Below I highlight the negative
effects these inequalities can have on student learning and
encourage school officials to assess regularly disparities in
educational resources in order to identify potential—and
where it exists to end—unlawful discrimination, particularly in districts with schools where the racial compositions
vary widely.21
Elsewhere, OCR states, “Since research is mixed on
whether within-school or between-school comparisons are
more likely to find disparities in teacher quality, OCR retains
discretion to focus on either or both comparisons depending on contextual factors.”22 It is difficult to understand how
OCR intends to eliminate disparities in teacher quality within
schools, as that more or less entails eliminating disparities in
teacher quality, period.23 It also seems unworkable. Unless a
school is intentionally putting black and Latino students into
classes with less effective teachers, what is to be done? One of
the studies OCR cites to support its decision to investigate
within-school variations in teacher quality posits that schools
are likely unable to identify the best teachers, and even if they
can identify the best teachers, they may not choose to hire them
or union rules may prevent them from being hired.24 Even if
schools can identify the best teachers in the school, determining
what the best use of their talents is seems to be a prudential
judgment. Should the best math teacher teach AP Calculus so
that high-achieving students master the challenging material,
which might be very difficult or almost impossible with a lesser
teacher? Or is it better for her to teach remedial math in hopes
that she can bring low-achieving students up to par? These
are decisions best made by principals who are familiar with
the strengths and weaknesses of students and teachers at their
school, not by a bureaucrat in OCR or a federal judge. This
is common sense to almost everyone, including the Supreme
Court, except OCR and DOJ.25
In short, everything that remotely touches on education
is fair game for OCR to bring a claim of racial discrimination.
Bear in mind that OCR is targeting statistical disparities in this
area, not disparate treatment. Although the letter does mention
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disparate treatment, referred to as “intentional discrimination,”
such discrimination is forbidden by the plain text of § 601 and is
relatively easy to identify, particularly because it includes facially
neutral policies that are pretexts for intentional discrimination.26
Rather, what they are targeting are racial disparities that are
the effect of what everyone agrees are facially neutral policies.
b. The Application of Disparate Impact
OCR determines whether disparate impact constitutes
racial discrimination by asking a series of questions:
1) Does the school district have a facially neutral policy or
practice that produces an adverse impact on students of a
particular race, color, or national origin when compared
to other students?
2) Can the school district demonstrate that the policy or
practice is necessary to meet an important educational
goal? In conducting the second step of this inquiry OCR
will consider both the importance of the educational
goal and the tightness of the fit between the goal and the
policy or practice employed to achieve it. If the policy
or practice is not necessary to serve an important educational goal, OCR would find that the school district
has engaged in discrimination. If the policy or practice
is necessary to serve an important educational goal, then
OCR would ask:
3) Are there comparably effective alternative policies
or practices that would meet the school district’s stated
educational goal with less of a discriminatory effect on
the disproportionately affected racial group; or, is the
identified justification a pretext for discrimination? If the
answer to either question is yes, then OCR would find
that the school district had engaged in discrimination. If
no, then OCR would likely not find sufficient evidence
to determine that the school district had engaged in
discrimination.27
In other words, if a facially neutral policy or practice
produces an adverse impact on students of preferred races—it
is, after all, unlikely that OCR will be concerned about a policy
that has an adverse impact on whites or Asians—it is probable
that the school district will be found to have discriminated on
the basis of race. If OCR does not agree about the importance
of the educational goal the policy or practice is intended to
promote, then the school will fail the second step and will be
found to have discriminated. If OCR decides that the policy
or practice is not necessary to achieve that goal, then the school
will be found to have engaged in discrimination. How many
practices are absolutely necessary? Much of the time, it is a
prudential judgment as to which one of several options is the
best. OCR can easily second-guess that decision. And even if the
school district survives step two, is there some policy or practice
somewhere in the world that might achieve the same goal? Of
course most people can dream up some alternative policy that
might be better, even if it is more expensive or unworkable in
practice. If OCR dreams up such an alternative, yet again, the
school will be found to have engaged in discrimination. And
if the school manages to satisfy all those requirements, plus
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convince OCR that this practice is not a pretext for disparate
treatment, “OCR likely would not find sufficient evidence to
determine that the school district had engaged in discrimination,” but it makes no guarantees.
The hypothetical school district had not engaged in
disparate treatment discrimination, or OCR would have proceeded on that basis. Nor was OCR able to show that there was
another policy that would achieve the same goal while causing
less of a disparate impact, or that the school’s reason for the
practice was a pretext. So in the end, OCR is announcing, what
really matters is whether we think your resource allocation is
discriminatory, even if there is no evidence of discrimination
other than a statistical disparity. This makes a laughingstock
of the rule of law.
c. Some racial disparities are more important than others
OCR cherry-picks comparisons between racial groups to
imply that there is something nefarious about racial disparities.
For example, they note that black students are less likely than
members of other racial groups to attend schools that offer
Advanced Placement (AP) courses, and that black and Latino
students enroll in calculus at levels below their representation
in the population.28 However, it is not until you read the footnotes that you realize that Asian students are the racial or ethnic
group most likely to attend a school with AP courses.29 In fact,
a greater percentage of Latino students than white students
attend a school that offers AP courses.30
As is common in all topics involving both education and
race, Asians are almost entirely ignored in this document. The
letter uses the term “students of color” rather than “minority
students,” and “students of color” refers to “black, Latino,
Asian, Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, American Indian/
Alaska Native, and students of two or more races.”31 Yet the
document focuses almost exclusively on the resources and academic participation of black and Latino students as compared
to white students. This is likely because focusing on black and
Latino students as compared to white students allows OCR to
present a simplistic contrast between adequate resources and
academic participation for and by white students, and inadequate resources and academic participation for and by black
and Latino students. Introducing Asian students into the picture
blurs the contrast. The result of looking at black, white, Latino,
and Asian students, instead of just the first three groups, reveals
a state of affairs congruent with that at other education levels.32
An additional flaw in the Guidance, and in disparate impact theory generally, is its failure to recognize the fact that any
policy or practice will benefit some groups more than others.
Funding for an AP Spanish class will disproportionately benefit
Hispanic students from bilingual families. Students whose families only speak English will be at a comparative disadvantage in
the AP Spanish class. Funding for a soccer team will disproportionately benefit those who are athletic. Every decision about
allocating funds benefits someone and does not benefit someone
else. Every funding decision disparately impacts someone. If we
divert funds away from the AP-offering schools attended by 94
percent of Asians to the non-AP-offering schools attended by 80
percent of blacks, there will be a disparate impact on Asians.33
OCR realizes this, which is why it only considers disparate
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impact discriminatory if it has a negative effect on preferred
groups: “For example, students in special education may be
served by more teachers and support staff than other students,
and therefore districts may spend more on those students, but
that does not mean those students are receiving a disproportionate share of resources.”34 Similarly, “Funding disparities that
benefit students of a particular race, color, or national origin
may also permissibly occur when districts are attempting to
remedy past discrimination.”35 Given that Title VI has been used
to target intentional discrimination since its enactment in 1964,
there is presumably little disparate treatment discrimination
left to address. This means that most of this supposed historical discrimination would be disparate impact discrimination.
OCR therefore encourages school districts to engage in blatantly
racially motivated disparate treatment discrimination in order
to rectify a disparate impact caused by a facially neutral policy.
III. Disparate Impact Encourages Entities to
Engage in Disparate Treatment
As mentioned above, the Guidance encourages funding
disparities that attempt to remedy purported past discrimination. These disparities do not result from a facially neutral policy
that disproportionately affects particular racial groups, but from
intentionally providing more resources to a particular school or
district because the students are a preferred race. We are back to
the dilemma Justice Scalia highlighted in Ricci: in an attempt
to avoid disparate impact discrimination, entities often veer
over into engaging into disparate treatment discrimination.36
This is an even more egregious example than in Ricci,
however, as OCR contemplates that the school district will not
be engaging in disparate treatment not only to avoid a charge of
disparate impact, but to remedy supposed historical discrimination. This is impermissible. As Justice Powell wrote in Bakke,
“helping certain groups whom the faculty of the Davis Medical
School perceived as victims of ‘societal discrimination’ does not
justify a classification that imposes disadvantages upon persons
like respondent, who bear no responsibility for whatever harm
the beneficiaries of the special admissions program are thought
to have suffered.”37 The intended beneficiaries of the Davis
Medical School racial quotas likely had experienced disparate
treatment on the basis of their race. Bakke was decided in 1978,
only fourteen years after the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act, which included Title VI. Yet even then, Justice Powell said,
you cannot require innocent third parties to pay for others’ sins.
How much less can you require a second generation ChineseAmerican student to lose his AP Physics class because the high
school across town is poor and disproportionately comprised
of second-generation Mexican-American students?
IV. The Trouble with Resource Allocation as Discrimination
An additional flaw in the Guidance is that OCR tries to
steal a base by treating disparate resource allocation, standing
alone, as invidious discrimination. The cases it cites to support
its claim that differential resource allocation by itself constitutes
discrimination all relate to integration of school districts that
had practiced de jure segregation.38 In those cases, differential
allocation of resources was one factor in determining whether
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school districts that had practiced legally-mandated racial
segregation had dismantled their dual systems.39 Examining
the differential allocation of resources served as a way of smoking out racially disparate treatment and efforts to perpetuate
segregation, particularly in determining compliance with a
desegregation decree.40
Many school districts over which OCR is claiming authority based on resource allocation discrimination never practiced
de jure segregation. Those that did were required to integrate
their schools, often at the cost of great social disruption, forty
years ago. No K-12 student today has ever been subject to de
jure educational segregation. As the Supreme Court approvingly
summarized the District Court’s findings in a case that sought
to lift a desegregation injunction, “The District Court found
that present residential segregation was the result of private
decisionmaking and economics, and that it was too attenuated
to be a vestige of former school segregation.”41 And in a later
case, “Where resegregation is a product not of state action but
of private choices, it does not have constitutional implications.
It is beyond the authority and beyond the practical ability of the
federal courts to try to counteract these kinds of continuous and
massive demographic shifts.”42 OCR’s guidance is not limited
to school districts that once practiced de jure segregation, but
covers all school districts in the country. It does not allege that
there is widespread intentional discrimination in allocation of
resources between and within schools, but alleges that students
of preferred races are more likely to be poor than students of
non-preferred races. The poorer students are more likely to attend schools that have fewer resources, either because they live
in a poorer area that has less property tax revenue or because it
costs more to educate the poorer students. This is not invidious
racial discrimination of the kind at issue in Green, Freeman, and
Dowell. This is just a consequence of living in a poor area.43
V. Finances, Local Control, and Social Engineering
OCR’s vision for implementing this guidance is not
modest. OCR acknowledges that disparities in resources are
not due to different treatment on the basis of race, but rather
because schools are usually funded through property taxes.44
This is not racial discrimination that any ordinary person would
recognize. It is simply economic reality: wealthier areas will be
able to afford nicer gyms and iPads for fourth-graders. Describing economic reality as racial discrimination is consistent with
the Obama Administration’s abuse of disparate impact in other
areas. HUD’s recent “Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing”
rule dubs geographic clustering of racial groups “segregation”
because members of ethnic minorities are less likely to be able
to afford housing in more genteel areas.45 The fact that members of certain ethnic groups are more likely to be poor than
are members of other ethnic groups, and therefore have less
access to housing and schools in wealthy neighborhoods, which
is what these two administrative dictates boil down to, is not
racial discrimination. It is discrimination on the basis of your
pocketbook. By that standard, the largely white population of
poverty-stricken Appalachia has an axe to grind against Asians
and Latinos, as the residents of Appalachia live in an ethnically
homogenous area of concentrated poverty and almost certainly
have scant access to AP courses.46
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More importantly, the Supreme Court has already addressed this issue in regard to an Equal Protection claim in
San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez.47 This is
relevant to an analysis of Title VI because the Court interprets
Title VI and the Equal Protection Clause in a very similar way.48
Furthermore, the case was decided almost a decade after Title
VI was enacted, and the Court did not even mention Title VI
in its decision despite the fact that the poorer school district
was 90 percent Mexican-American and 6 percent black, and
the wealthier school district was about 81 percent white, 18
percent Mexican-American, and less than 1 percent black.49
Significantly, although Griggs v. Duke Power, which incorporated disparate impact into Title VII, had been decided two
years earlier, the Court makes no reference to disparate impact
in Rodriguez, and says that it is impossible to identify a suspect
class.50 Instead of analyzing whether there is a suspect class
defined by race—especially since the two representative school
districts discussed in the litigation were majority-Hispanic and
majority-white, respectively—the Court looked at whether
there was a suspect class comprised of “poor people,” and determined there was not.
The Court framed the issue thus: “the courts in these
cases have virtually assumed their findings of a suspect classification through a simplistic process of analysis: since, under
the traditional systems of financing public schools, some
poorer people receive less expensive educations than other
more affluent people, these systems discriminate on the basis
of wealth.”51 This is the essence of the Resource Comparability
Dear Colleague letter when it is stripped of the racial folderol
that expresses concern for poor children of one race and not
another. And, the Supreme Court found, there is no right to
have the most expensive education on offer as long as education
is being provided:
[N]either appellees nor the District Court addressed
the fact that, unlike each of the foregoing cases, lack of
personal resources has not occasioned an absolute deprivation of the desired benefit. The argument here is not that
the children in districts having relatively low assessable
property values are receiving no public education; rather,
it is that they are receiving a relatively poorer quality education than children in districts having more assessable
wealth. Apart from the unsettled and disputed question
whether the quality of education may be determined by
the amount of money expended for it, a sufficient answer
to appellees’ argument is that, at least where wealth is
involved, the Equal Protection Clause does not require absolute equality or precisely equal advantages. Nor indeed,
in view of the infinite variables affecting the education
process, can any system assure equal quality of education
except in the most relative sense.52
OCR refuses to acknowledge that finances are limited
and that tradeoffs must be made in the area of education as
everywhere else. “Intradistrict and interdistrict funding disparities often mirror differences in the racial and socioeconomic
demographics of schools, particularly when adjusted to take
into account regional wage variations and extra costs associated
with educating low-income children, English language learn-
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ers, and children with disabilities.”53 If it costs more to educate
the students at a particular school, that school will not have
the same financial resources to provide a new football field or
a music class as a school where it costs less to educate students
in the basics. That is not racial discrimination, but economic
reality. It is difficult to escape the conviction, though, that
OCR is less concerned with excellence than egalitarianism,
even if that means depriving middle-class children of the opportunity to excel.
The only way that OCR can achieve its goal is by forcing
states and localities to remake their school funding systems. The
reference to intradistrict and interdistrict funding disparities
makes this plain. The Supreme Court has frowned upon this
as well, reasoning that taxation and education policy are both
subjects to which great deference is owed to state legislatures.
The Court wrote:
We have here nothing less than a direct attack on the
way in which Texas has chosen to raise and disburse state
and local tax revenues. We are asked to condemn the
State’s judgment in conferring on local subdivisions the
power to tax local property to supply revenues for local
interest. In so doing, appellees would have the Court
intrude in an area in which it has traditionally deferred
to state legislatures. . . . No scheme of taxation, whether
the tax is imposed on property, income, or purchases of
goods or services, has yet been devised which is free of all
discriminatory impact. In such a complex area in which
no perfect alternatives exist, the Court does well not to
impose too rigorous a standard of scrutiny lest all local
fiscal schemes become subjects of criticism under the
Equal Protection Clause.54
VI. The Guidance Fails to Consider Individual Circumstances and Individual Choice
The Guidance rests on a flawed premise: that lack of
resources is primarily responsible for the achievement gap
between blacks and Hispanics and whites. (No word on what
is responsible for the achievement gap between Asians and
whites.) If we throw more money at the problem, it will be
solved. There are no differences between poor students in
predominantly minority schools and middle- and upper-class
students in predominantly white schools that cannot be solved
by offering more extracurricular activities, more laptops, and
more AP courses. OCR is so committed to this premise that
at points the Guidance descends into absurdity.
“English language learners represented five percent of
high school students, but only two percent of the students
enrolled in an AP course.”55 It is difficult to understand how
the Department of Education can expect students who are still
learning to speak English to participate in AP classes in great
numbers. An inability to speak the language of the school system would seem to be an important predictor of educational
difficulties. How can you expect someone who is not even
proficient in English to take an AP English Literature course?
If they are still trying to learn English, why would they take an
AP French course? And, perhaps most importantly, if they are
still trying to learn English, that is probably going to absorb
much of the time and effort that they could have put into
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studying other subjects.
Latinos are more likely to attend a school that offers AP
courses than are white students.56 And yet, the Guidance notes
“students of color are less likely than their white peers to enroll
in [advanced courses and gifted and talented programs] within
schools that have those offerings.”57 So Latinos are more likely
to have the opportunity to enroll in an AP class than are white
students, but they apparently are less likely to take advantage
of the opportunity when it is presented. Perhaps teachers need
to push black and Latino students harder to enroll in advanced
classes. But if, in the end, black and Latino students are for
whatever reason disproportionately uninterested in enrolling
in advanced courses, or are disproportionately likely to be at an
academic level where they are unable to handle the coursework,
no amount of pushing will erase the racial disparity.58
Similarly, OCR sees invidious discrimination in inexperienced teachers being disproportionately likely to teach in
schools that primarily serve black and Latino students. If we
can only identify the effective and experienced teachers, OCR
says, we can assign them to teach black and Latino students.
But what if teachers do not want to teach at those schools for
any number of non-racially discriminatory reasons? OCR itself
trumpets that black and Latino students are more likely to be
subject to disciplinary action.59 Additionally, “Low socioeconomic status, whether measured at the individual or school
level, has been associated with an increased risk of school
discipline.”60 What if that reflects disproportionate involvement in disruptive behavior, and teachers prefer to teach in a
school with better-behaved students?61 Or it could be as simple
as teachers preferring to live near their homes in middle-class
areas.62 Regardless, OCR ignores the fact that teachers too have
the ability to choose where they want to work. If the district
tries to force them to teach at a school that is a particularly
unpleasant assignment, they may simply quit. And since they
are effective teachers, they can probably find teaching jobs in
another district or a private school.
In short, OCR fails to recognize that human beings are
individuals who have agency. The people whose lives are affected
by the Guidance are not little square units who come in different
colors but are otherwise identical. They come from particular
families within particular cultures and have the ability to make
choices, even if that choice is just foot-dragging.
VII. Forcing Less-Prepared Students into Advanced
Courses May Hinder, Not Help, Their Educational
Progress
The Guidance notes that black and Latino students are
underrepresented in gifted and talented programs compared
to their representation in student bodies.63 The Guidance also
notes that English language learners are far less likely to be
enrolled in gifted and talented programs than are non-English
language learners.64 If the racial breakdown of students enrolled
in gifted and talented classes is to exactly match their representation in the student body, schools have two options: prevent
some white and Asian students from enrolling in those classes,
or enroll more black and Latino students in those classes.
The latter option may seem attractive. Is there a downside
to enrolling more black and Latino students in advanced classes?
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The answer is, “of course not,” as long as they are equally academically prepared. If they are not as academically prepared as
the median student in the gifted and talented class, research at
the post-secondary education level suggests that being placed in
an advanced class may result in these students learning less than
they would have learned in a regular class. This theory is known
as “mismatch,” and has been extensively discussed in Richard
Sander and Stuart Taylor, Jr.’s book of the same name. In the
post-secondary environment, it is likely that placing students
in classes where their academic preparation is weaker than the
class’s median student has, in the end, led to fewer black and
Latino scientists and lawyers.65 The negative effects of placing
students in classes for which they are at a relative disadvantage
academically seem to be the same across racial lines, but due to
affirmative action policies it is usually black and Latino students
who are the “beneficiaries” of these efforts.66
It is likely that placing elementary and high school
students in advanced classes for which they are academically
under-prepared would have a similar effect. It is unlikely that
these students would be able to make up the ground necessary
to succeed in the class—after all, their classmates will be learning at the same time they are. It is profoundly discouraging to
know that you lag behind your classmates no matter how hard
you work, which could easily cause students to question their
overall academic ability and educational aspirations. Bureaucrats’ desire to have the “right” racial mix in advanced classes is
no reason to subject students to such a discouraging experience.
Students who have the academic preparation and interest to
succeed in an advanced class should be encouraged to enroll
in that class, regardless of their race. Similarly, students whose
academic preparation is better suited to another class should
be encouraged to enroll in that class, regardless of their race.
Conclusion
When the Supreme Court imported disparate impact
into Title VII in Griggs v. Duke Power, it was a well-meaning,
if misguided, attempt to eliminate unnecessary job qualifications that disproportionately disadvantaged blacks. Forty years
later, disparate impact has spread far beyond the confines of
employment law and is being used as a tool by would-be social
engineers. The Resource Allocation Guidance will increase the
federal government’s micromanagement of elementary and
secondary education and reduce local control of schools. It will
encourage school districts to favor certain schools over others
when making funding decisions based on the racial composition of the schools. It will do little to improve the academic
opportunities of black and Hispanic students, but it may harm
the academic opportunities of white and Asian students.
There are doubtless some students in underprivileged
schools who would benefit from and are interested in participating in AP courses and other advanced coursework. Accommodating those students does not require remaking the entire
American school system under the auspices of a mandate from
Washington. Allowing high-scoring students to transfer to
public schools that offer advanced courses is one comparatively
simple solution. Allowing charter schools to operate, or even
providing vouchers for private schools, are alternatives. All
these options are less disruptive than transforming property
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tax systems and faculty assignments. However, those options
quite possibly will not reduce racial disparities, but will provide
an opportunity for youngsters of all races who have the drive
and talent to pursue a challenging education. That ought to,
but will not, be good enough for the social engineers at OCR.
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